SNAM Shirts—To Order, Contact our Faculty Advisor: Dawn Hughes, MS, RN

SNAM CPR Logo Sweatshirts
Quarterzip Sweatshirts: The shirts are black fleece and very warm and comfortable. On the front you have the choice of having Student Nurse or Nurse printed in white letters on the left chest (or leaving it blank). On the back all shirts have a large red cross with a distressed EKG rhythm printed across it followed by the phrase: It’s okay—I know CPR. Please note: Sizing is based on Men’s sizes—If you would like to try one on for size, call me at 614-282-2028 and I will meet you at my College Office. **Price: $35  Payment due with order.**

Black SNAM Logo T-shirts
100% Cotton t-shirts with the SNAM Logo on the front. **Price: Short Sleeved--$20, Long Sleeved-- $25 In stock and available for immediate pickup.**

Maroon SNAM Logo T-shirts
50% Cotton/50% Polyester blend with SNAM over the left chest area and the SNAM Logo on the back. **Price: $15 Limited number of sizes in stock but can be ordered.**